1* Green lines
1* Let R be a hyperbolic Riemann surface, the hyperbolicity characterized by the existence of Green's functions. Fix a point z Q e R and denote by g(z) = g (z, z 0 ) the Green's function on R with singularity z Q . Consider the differential equations (1) (2) dθ(z) = -*dg(z) .
Equation (1) has the unique solution r(z) = e~9 W on R with 0 ^ r(z) < 1. In any simply connected subregion of R -z Q where dg(z) Φ 0, equation (2) also has a solution θ(z), unique up to an additive constant. The global solution θ(z) 1 however, is a multivalued harmonic function.
Set G p = {zeR\r(z) < ρ},C p = dG p (0 < p < 1). For a sufficiently small |0, the analytic function w = φ(z) -r(z)e ίθ{z) is single-valued and gives a univalent conformal mapping of G p onto the disk \w\ < p. Denote by p 0 the supremum of all p with this property.
2* An open arc a is called a Green arc if dg(z) Φ 0 for all zea,
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MITSURU NAKAI AND LEO SARIO and a branch of θ is constant on a. The set of Green arcs is partially ordered by inclusion. A maximal Green arc in this partially ordered set is called a Green line.
A Green line I is said to issue from z 0 if z 0 e T. We denote by 33 the set of Green lines issuing from z 0 and use the suggestive term bundle for a subset §1 of 33, with the case §1 = 33 not excluded.
For a fixed p e (0, p 0 ) and a given peC p let l(p) be the Green line in S3 passing through p. Making use of the function w = φ{z) = r(z)e iθ{z) we see that the mapping p -• l(p) is bijective; let p(Z) be the inverse mapping. We call a bundle 2ίc33 measurable if p(2I) is measurable in C p , and define the Green measure of 21 by
The space (S3, m) is a probability space, i.e., a measure space of total measure unity. The definition is independent of the choice of p e (0, p 0 ). (5) u(z) = k\ P c (z, p)dμ%p) .
5* The
Royden compactification 22* of R, with the Royden boundary Γ = R* -R, is a typical example of an i£Z?-compatible compactification (see [6] , [8] ). We let μ and P stand for μ c and P e corresponding to iϋ*. A compactification R c is said to lie below iϋ* if there exists a continuous mapping π = π c of iϋ* onto iϋ c such that τr|i? is the identity and π~~ι(R) = i2. Clearly π is unique and we have
for every bounded Borel function φ on Γ c .
6* We are interested in the behavior of leSB r in R\ We set Green-compatible. We shall make use of a result of Maeda [4] : A metrizable compactification R c which lies below 72* is Green-compatible. The proof will be given in 9-13. 9. Let Γ = R* -_R be the Royden boundary of R. For I e S r denote by e(l) the set T -l\j{z 0 } in Γ, with I the closure of I in R*. Given a subset SaΓ we write
A compactification
<8)
S= {le®\e(l)nSφ 0},
S = {le
We shall employ the following auxiliary result ([7] , [8] 
where m and m are the outer and inner measures induced by m. Let p* be on the Royden harmonic boundary A of R, The set
is called a &Z00Λ; at 3)*. It is known ([7] , [8] ) that it has a measurable Λ p * 9 
First we assume that R&O HD .
For an arbitrarily fixed n there exists & u n e HBD(R) such that (14) 0 ^ u n \Δ ^ 1, wJπ-XtωrU = 1, ^|(zί -π~\U n )) = 0 .
In view of (11), there exists a measurable subset SI"cSI^ with m(W n -St;') -0 and
for every leWJ. The set E n = {g* e Γ | w n (g*) < J} is open in 1\ By (15), e(l)f)E n = 0 for every leWJ. Because of the definition of 3i;, it is also clear that e(l) Π π~ι( U n ) = 0 for every I e SDCί Γ Since the set K n = Γ -π~ι(U n ){jE n is compact and π-ι (U n )\jE n -DA, we have iΓ w c Γ -A and a fortiori μ(iQ = 0.
On the other hand, e(ΐ)czK n for every leWJ. Therefore St 'c K n dK n .
In view of (9), we obtain and conclude that m(W n ) = m($%) = 0. The proof will be given in 15-18.
15* First suppose SI is ^-distinguished with end peΓ c . Then by 10 and 11, there exists a point p* e K = π~\p) such that
Fix a ueHD(R).
By the Godefroid theorem [3] (see also [7] , [8] ),
exists for almost every le$8 r . On omiting from Si a set of measure zero we may assume that u(l) in (17) exists for every I e 31. We may also suppose that e c (l) = p and a fortiori e(l)aK for every ZeSC. Since μ(p*).>0, \u(p*)\ < <*> (cf. [6] , [8] ). Let W ={le%\u{l) -
Clearly K n is a compact set. For I e Si' and q* e e(l), we have u(l) -u(q*) by (17) and the continuity of u on R*. Therefore | u(q*) -u(p*) | 1 /n for some n and a fortiori e(l)aK n . It follows that which by (9) gives
From K n cK-p* and μ{K) = μ{p*), we obtain μ(lQ = 0. Consequently m(SI') = 0 and, since is an -ffjD-minimal function on R (see [7] , [8] and observe that
for every re (0,1) (see [7] , [8] ). By Fatou's lemma
Let fc(ί) = lim % fe w (i). Since fe n (Z) ^ s(ί) and . Take a function u n e HBD(R) with 0 ^ wJJ ^ 1, u n \π-\U n+1 )f)Λ -1, wJ(J -π~\U n )) = 0 .
We may suppose u n (l) exists for every I e 21. Since 1 ^ u n ^ s on R, 
